The paper introduces a version management model which ezploits knowledge about the contents of documents. This is an contrast to most ezisting models which basically consider versioned objects as flat (attnbuted) files. The benefits of the approach are rllustrated b y describing some sample operations which are not possible with a conventional model. The paper then discusses a feasible implementation of the model on top of an existing object-oriented data base management system. Finally, d dascusses related work and 2n-dacates how a sophisticated configurrrtion management system is being bailt on top of the version management system.
Introduction
The enormous increase in the size of software and the reliability required from modern software intensive systems has focussed attention on languages and corresponding tools which do not only support programming but also specification, design, and documentation of software. In fact, specification or design documents have become equally important as the final code in order to check and verify correctness, completeness and reliability of a delivered software product. In addition, the industrial-scale production of software today requires teams of developers who should be supported by tools which organise access to a large amount of shared and frequently changing information. This information consists of the above mentioned documents for the various phases of the software production process. Examples for such documents are data-flow diagrams, state-transition diagrams, petri-nets, entityrelationship diagrams, and modular design descriptions.
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Tools support the syntactically and static semantically correct construction of documents which is denoted as intra-document consistency. A tightly integrated software engineering environment (SEE) is a collection of tools supporting various phases of the production process. Its main additional feature compared with a tool which supports the construction of a single document in a single language, is the pmibility to maintain so-called inter-document dependency and consistency. An example for inter-document consistency is a name of a function which should be the same in the requirements specification, in the interface definition of a module in the design document and in the implementation.
The advantage of an SEE which maintains such fine-grained dependencies between documents is its support of an incremental, intertwined production and maintenance process (in contrast to a waterfall-or phase-oriented approach). Consider as an example the situation that a programmer may have detected an error in the code which is due to a wrong requirements specification of a particular function. If then the specification is changed, the environment could inform the user about all other places in all other documents which are affected by this change. It could even propagate a change trough all documents concerned automatically, if the user(s) require it. In contrast, doing such a small incremental change in a phase-oriented environment is rather tedious, because such an environment is usually based on a complete transformation of all documents concerned from one phase into the next one. For more details we refer to [3] .
Furthermore, an SEE should support change control and multiple users. This requires a sophisticated version and configuration management sys-tem (VM/CM). Although, SEES which maintain finegrained dependencies as mentioned above, are now existing [8], most available VM/CM models still a% sume a very coarse-grained object model. Basically, vemioned objects correspond to files whose particular contents is not considered e.g. [ll, 5 , 2, 91. Such a coarse-grained version model makes it impossible to preserve inter-document dependencies and to control change propagation on the fine-grained level sketched above. Illustrating examples will follow in the next section.
The main new features presented in this paper are:
0 the concept of a version model which is tuned to fine-grained inter-document dependencies and corresponding change control 0 a feasible approach how such a concept is implemented on top of an existing commercially available fully object-oriented database system.
The reminder of this paper is organised as follows:
The next section describes and formalises our underlying version model whereas section 3 gives an overview on the version operations which are available to a user. This section tries to clarify what are the benefits of our model. Section 4 describes how such a model is implemented on top of an object-oriented data base management system and thus provides evidence that the approach is feasible. Section 5 deals with related work and section 6 sketches ongoing work.
TheVM Model
The VM Model is defined by a system verston graph, which is a two level graph structure which consists of the version level and the zncrement level. The objects (nodes) on the version level correspond to document versions, whereas the nodes on the increment level correspond to the eyntectic constructs of a document version, i.e. document versions are represented internally by abstract eyntax graphs. The relations (edges) on the version level are refined on the increment level analogously to the nodes. Consequently, the increment level represents the refinement of the version level. Note, that the granularity of versioning is a document, consequently the term version is used as synonym for a document version in the following. Furthermore, the increment level is needed to preserve the consistency of document versions, whereas the version level is used a8 base for configuration management.
Version Level
The version level contains a document version graph for each document of the system, which represents the 22 development history of this document. A document version graph consists of nodes which represent the different versions (and their refinements as explained in the following section) and a successor relation which defines the development history. A document version graph is single rooted, since the development of each document starts with an initial version from which all other versions of this document are derived, and it is acyclic, because it represents the development steps during the production of a document.
Inter-document dependencies, as sketched in the previous section, me expressed by further relations which connect versions in different document version graphs. We call the source version of a relation dependzng versaon and the target version determining version respectively. Basically, a version can be a dependtng version and a determining version at the same time. For example, a design version may depend on another design version and it determines an implementation version. Two types of inter-document dependencies are distinguished, which are the based-on relation and the depend-on relation, as is illustrated in figure 1 .
A depend-on relation describes inter-document dependencies which are defined by referencing a version based on the contents of a version of anot,her document. As an example assume that Window and WzndowStack are excerpts from a system design which is given in terms of modules and use-relationships between modules which are defined by a MIL (Module Interconnection Language). In addition assume that the two modules have been designed rather independently possibly by two different designer (groups). WindowStack depends on Wmdow because it imports resources defined in the export interface of window. Thus a system designer has to indicate explicitly which version of the Window should be used, as shown in figure 2 . (Note that the export interface of different versions of Window could actually be different.) Note that figure 2 does not show an extract of a system version graph, but it gives an example how depend-on relations of a system version graph can be established in a textual representation, i.e. how the user sees them. A based-on relation describes that a text frame of the depending versaon was generated or updated based on the corresponding determining versron, like for example the generation of code-frames based on a design document. Changing the depending version means to fill in the generated frame, i.e. the generated frame of the depending version cannot be changed. Consider for example figure 3 khat shows a text frame for a c-program named WindowStack. c (Versionl) which waa generated from a design document named WindowStack (Version2). For each import-clause in the design version an include statement was generated and for each exported operation, the interface of the corresponding c-function was generated. This means almost all increments of Window5'lack.c (Versionl) shown in this figure are generated except of those enclosed in brackets (<...>), i.e. only the latter incre ments can be expanded in order to fill in the frame. The consistency between these versions is ensured by propagating changes from the determzning version to the depending versaon. Again, analogously to figure 2 figure 3 does not show an excerpt of a system version graph, but a user's view on two particular versions.
A final relation which is established on the version level is the consistent-wtth relataon. It describes that two versions are consistent with each other. This relation will form the basis for a corresponding configuration management model, i.e. configurations are usually built based on consistent versions.
Two versions v1 (determining version) and 0 2 (depending version) are consistent concerning a based-on or depend-on relation, if for each increment i2 of v2 that is determined by an increment il of w1 the fol- 
Increment Level
We have distinguished different types of interdocument dependencies and corresponding relations on the version level baaed on how the source and target versions of those dependencies have been created. The edges on the version level however do not provide the information on the level of version contents, e.g. the depend-on relation and possibly the consistent-with relataon between WindowStack and Window do not describe that this dependency is in particular, due to the import of type W I N D 0 W and function Create. Therefore, it is not possible to identify only by the information which is provided by the version level, that a change of procedure Show or Hide respectively (e.g. extending the parameter list) would not violate the consistency between Window and WzndowStack.
In order to provide this missing information, version nodes, depend-on relations and based-on relations are refined on the increment level. A version is represented by its abstract syntax graph (ASG). This is expressed by a has-contents relation between a node on the version level and the root node of the abstract syntax graph of its corresponding version. Similarly to nodes the depend-on, based-on and the successor-of relation are refined on the increment level. Those relations start at nodes of the ASG of the source version and end at corresponding nodes of the ASG of the target version. Corresponding nodes means the root nodes of the syntactic constructs (in the ASGrepresentations) which correspond to the constructs in the versions concerned which have been either identified explicitly by the user in the case of a depend-on relation (e.g. type W I N D O W and procedure Create in Fig. 2 ) or which are defined by the mapping between the language of the determining and the language of the depending version in the case of a based-on relation (e.g. the IMPORT INTERFACE and the include commands in Fig. 3 ). 
Formalisation of the Graph Model
So far, we have described informally our version model which basically corresponds to a two-level graph structure. This graph structure is now formalised which enables to formally define the consistent, i.e. practically reasonable states of a version graph. Those definitions are the basis for the implementation of the VM-operations which are explained in the next section, i.e. they can be considered as the definitions of the operations' invariants (similarly to the definition of invariants in a language like EIFFEL).
A system version graph consists of two disjoint node subsets, namely V E R and I N C , which represent the nodes of the version level and increment level respectively. Analogously, the set of edges consists of three disjoint sets of edges, namely VERJZEL, INC-REL and V E R J N C -R E L , whereas V E R R E L denotes a multi-set since the depend-on relation as well as the based-on relation may be defined between the same nodes as the consistent-with relataon.
V E R A E L in turn consists of sets which repre- 
B S T R A C T S Y N T A X U S T A T S E M A N T I C
The V E R J N C -R E L set contains alledges of the type has4ontents, which are edges connecting both levels:
First order logic is used to formally describe which restrictions hold for the combination of those edges, i.e. the above mentioned consistent states of a version graph are defined. We do not give all restrictions here but rather sketch a few examples to illustrate the basic idea.
In order to preserve the consistency of a system, the environment should provide consistency preservation on demand. Thus, temporary inconsistencies are allowed, but the user may call ar. function for change propagation to make a depending version consistent with a determining version. In order to provide change propagations along depend-on and based-on relatzons, a version must not have more than one outgoing depend-on or based-on relation to versions of the same document version graph. This means if Ow, is defined as the set of outgoing depend-on and based-on edges of a version U,,
the following consistency condition has to be fulfilled by each version graph:
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Note, that (SUCCESSOR-OF)* denotes the transitive closure of SUCCESSOR-OF.
The above consistency condition will be illustrated by the following example. Assume that a version of document WzndowStack and two versions of document Window are given, whereby the versions (3.1 and 3.2 If a consastent-with relation is defined between two versions, the source version must have an outgoing depend-on or based-on relation to the document version graph, which contains the target version.
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In order to avoid cyclic dependencies between versions each sub-graph of our model, which is spread out by depend-on and based-on relations has to be acyclic:
Figure 5: Fine-grained inter-document dependencies 3 
VM-Operations
Based on the conceptual model as defined in the previous subsections, the version management system provides the following operations which are the "traditional" operations on versions like e.g. create, derive, freeze and the "new" operations edit, update and merge which exploit the knowledge available by the increment level of the system version graph. We will illustrate the benefits of the exploitation of this knowledge and thus the benefit of our approach by some examples. In order to present an overall view on our approach we will briefly discuss the traditional operations first. Note that we will describe the semantics of these operations based on the graph model as introduced in the previous subsections. A user of our VM system does not necessarily see this graph but rather operates on the level of document versions and its corresponding syntactic structure using the appropriate tool support. This tool support is however outside the scope of this paper which only lays the the foundation for a sophisticated VM system.
Operation create is used to create the initial version of a document version graph and its corresponding root node for the ASG representation on the increment level which are connected by the has-contents relation.
Operation create is not used, if a new version is created which is partly generated. In this case the operation generate is used which creates an initial version of a new document version graph and connects it to an already existing version by a based-on relation. The abstract syntax graph for the depending version, i.e. that part of the graph which corresponds to the frame, is generated and the fine grained based-on relations are established.
The operations create and generate are only used to create root versions of document version graphs. All other versions are created using the derive operation.
Et creates a new version on the version level and links the new version to the existing one by a successor-of relation. On the increment level the ASG representation is copied to the successor version. It is linked to the newly created version node by a has-contents relation and fine grained successor relations are established between the increments of the new version and the corresponding increments of the predecessor version. Finally, outgoing depend-on and based-on relations of the predecessor version are copied to the newly created version, which are also copied on the increment level, i.e. the fine-grained depend-on and based-on relattons.
Operation freeze is applied to define a version as stable. Operation derive can only be applied to a version if the version is stable. Note, that the operation freeze cannot be undone.
Operation delete deletes a version on both levels. It can only be applied to versions which are not connected by an ingoing depend-on or based-on relation to any other version.
As mentioned, the benefits of our approach become clear, if one takes a closer look at the provided edit, update and merge operations.
Merge supports to derive a common successor of two frozen versions within the same document version graph, provided they are members of different paths from the root version. As this operation knows about the contents of both versions based on the increment level representation, it automatically transfers all syntactic constructs which are the same in both versions or which have only been changed in one version, into the new version. If a syntactic construct has been changed in both versions, the operation transfers the construct which fits best in order to preserve the internal consistency of the merged version. Only in those cams, in which a syntactic construct has been changed in both versions and the criterion of consistency preservaLion doas not help to decide from which version the syntactic construct should be transferred, the user is autornaticdly asked for advice. A more detailed description of this algorithm can be found in Edit operations, i.e. changes of a version are done based on the ASG representation. This enables to keep track of any inconsistency existing between two versions with respect to the based-on or depend-on relations. Those inconsistencies can be removed later on (on demand by the user) such that a consistent-with relation holds again between the versions concerned.
Basically, update supports to adapt a new version of a depending version to a new version of its determining version. Assume, that the programmer working on version 2 of WindowStack.c has almost finished his work, when a new successor of the determining design version WindowStack is created. The new version of WindowStack has been created, because a new Function Delete has been added. In this case, the programmer wants to adapt his version to the new version without loosing the work already done, i.e., he wants the frame of his document to be adapted to the new version, so that the contents of those parts of the frame, which have not changed, is kept. As the update operation knows the determining and depending version, the fine grained depend-on or based-on relations between those two and the fine gratned successor-of relation between the determining version and its successor, it can easily perform changes of the depending version, e.g. the generated frames, without a need to touch other parts of the depending document version.
It is worthwhile to note that our approach does, of course, include one serious restriction. Document development tools can only apply the approach, if they are based on an abstract syntax graph representation of documents or versions respectively. However, as we briefly sketch in the next section, modern object oriented database management systems make it easier today to develop such tools. Such that they should become widely available. In any case their sophisticated functionality compared with traditional filebased tools make them highly desirable.
Implementation using a Database
As discussed earlier [4] , fully object-oriented database management systems (ooDBMS) provide sufficiently powerful data modelling and performance capabilities to store and manipulate documents in terms of ASG-representations. What is additionally needed to implement our VM-system is the possibility to easily create and manipulate versions of those
ASGs.
In more detail, we need an ooDBMS which provides versioning of composite objects, i.e. which provide methods to derive, freeze, delete and merge versions of composite objects and a method to create the root
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version of a composite object. Obviously, an ooDBMS which provides a method derive and the concept of composite objects manages the veraion level successor relation by itself, i.e. the ooDBMS takes care of efficiently managing marginal different versions of usually large ASGs.
Furthermore, all versions of an object should have the same object-id. Then the fine grained grained successor-of relation is derivable from the successor-of relatton and the fact, that all versions of an object have the same object-identifier. In order to be able to easily introduce fine-grained depend-on and based-on relations, each object which is a member of a composite object must carry an explicit reference.
Operation derives offered by an ooDBMS coneS sponds directly to the operation derive as explained in section 3, provided that one composite object contains one complete document version graph.
All other operations of our approach have an application specific semantics like e.g. generate which links a preexisting object with a new object or delete which has to check whether ingoing based-on or depend-on relations exist. They are implemented as a special layer on top of an existing ooDIEMS.
To the best of our knowledge, only three existing ooDBMSs currently provide versioning of composite objects. Those systems are 0 2 , Ontos, and Itasca/Orion. Ontos is not suited for our approach since it does not support merging of variants.
We chose 0 2 as the basis for our implementation because its further development is significantly influenced by our own work. Among others, we are in fact partners of 0 2 Technologie (which is the vendor of 0 2 ) in an ESPRIT I11 project called GOODSTEP (General Object-oriented Data B a s e for Software Engineering Processes). The goal of GOODSTEP is to develop an SEE platform through extensions of the currently commercially available version of 0 2 . The project is well underway now. It started in September 92 and will continue until September 95. 0 2 provides the concept of a version unit. This version unit contains the document version graph as is illustrated in figure 6 . The only problem with 0 2 Is that it does not yet support to expkitly reference object versions contained in a composite object. We therefore implemented our approach by introducing two attributes for each relation representing inter-document dependencies. One attribute contains a reference to version of the compo8ite object, which contains a particular object and a second attribute contains a reference to the particular object in that version. Access to a particular object then means the evaluation of two attributes as opposed to the ideal situation where only one attribute has to be evaluated.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the VM model in the  IPSEN project [13, 121 is the only approach which also exploits the documents' internal structures to improve the power of version operations. In fact, our approach was inspired significantly by the IPSEN project.
One main difference between the IPSEN approach and our approach is the introduction of the depend-on relation which IPSEN does not have. Thus, IPSEN does not support to version e.g. architecture definitions in a MIL (cf. figure 2) . IPSEN always assumes a master document which cannot be split into parts which are again versioned. This makes it impossible to support multiple users for developing this master document, although such a master document is in fact usually that voluminous that its development requires very much adequate multi-user support.
A second difference results from the fact that we distinguish between consastent-wath relatzons and depend-on relations. This distinction enables to propagate changes unambigously from one version to other versions without necessarily creating a new version, because each version has at most one outgoing depend-on relation (and possibly multiple consastent-with relations). If only (multiple) conszstent-wath relations exist, as in IPSEN, a change in one version, which requires a change in another version to preserve consistency between the two of them, always enforces to create a new version. Thus, in IPSEN, even a very small incremental change like the change of an identifier, enforces to create possibly quite a number of new versions in different document version graphs ( , if consistency should be preserved).
Current Work
The implementation as sketched in section 4 is currently underway as part of the GOODSTEP project. This work is related to the development of a tool specification language which includes features to define specific constraints on versions. This language, in general, enables to specify syntax-directed tools and inter-document dependencies which, after automatic translation into executable code, run on top of 0 2 [l] .
The CM-model corresponding to the presented VM-model is under development. The main advantage of this model is that it easies very much to build (consistent) configurations. In contrast to CM-models like Finally, we embed the VM/CM model into a process-centered SEE which is geered towards multiuser support. This environment which is called Merlin [lo, 61 , supports users in automatically deriving and displaying so-called user-specific working contexts which show all document versions and all relations between those versions which a user needs to see to perform his/her particular job. A main interesting feature of Merlin is that it automatically updates all working contexts if one user makes a change which concerns ot,hers.
